Easy Spiral Earrings:
Cut 2 pieces of apx. 5” of wire that will fit through the holes. I used 22g.
Start your spiral with round pliers.
Continue the spiral using chain or flat nosed pliers until it is as large as you like.
Add your Chips (add in some Czech Glass for sparkle if you like).
Make a loop (or wrapped loop) at the top.
Add to your ear wires.
**Chips & Chains Earrings:**

Cut 2 pieces of apx. 3” of wire that will fit through the holes. I used 22g.

Roll one end of each into a loop.

String on your chips and roll the other end into a loop.

Cut 2 pieces of chain to the length you want. I used about 2-1/2”.

Open the loops on each end of your chip pieces, add the chain then close the loops.

Find the middle of the chain and add your earwires.
**Chip Link Necklace**
Create chip segments like your previous earrings. Open the loop of one segment, place the next segment loop in there and close the loop. Repeat until the chain is as long as you like.
Chips Focal chain Necklace (by Joyce Richman)
Cut your lengths of chain for your necklace. *A quick tip is to take a finished necklace chain and cut it in half!
Crimp on some beading wire. String on your chips then crimp the other side.

Tree of Life Pendant (from online Video by Christiane Ross)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UNsSLVgzSBE
Form your frame out of larger wire – at least 16g. Make a loop at the top to hang it.
Cut several strands of smaller wire that will fit through your chips. Cut them at least twice the diameter of your circle. Twist them together in the middle to form your trunk.
Lay the trunk against the frame and wrap the bottoms of the wires around the frame to make the roots.

Twist some of the upper wires together to make branches. Add your chips for the leaves and wrap the tops of the wire around the frame.